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T Security is becoming an important issue everywhere. Home Security is becoming necessary now a days as the possibilities of 
intrusion is increasing day by day .Safety from theft, leaking of raw gas and fire are the important requirements for home security 
system. However, the GSM (global system for mobile communication) based security systems provides enhanced security as 
whenever a signal from sensor occurs, a text message is sent to a desired number to take necessary actions. Here we are using an 
antitheft reporting system which will report the owner by ringing alarm and sending text message. Also for the safety system in 
case of fire or gas leakage it will report the owner by sending an SMS and also by ringing an alarm.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Increase in Usage and trend of mobile computing had thrown 
every individual in a comfort zone that it helps him to rule the 
entire world, control it and manage it in a best way. The only thing 
that he should compromise is in the security threats behind the 
usage of wireless communication, one should have a control of all 
his belongings and he should constantly monitor it, it had made 
possible with the trends of IOT along with sensor technology. It 
helps every individual to monitor his home from his hand and to 
keep track of his home and to get intimated about the changes 
happening in and around his home with no cost of time, it can be 
achieved by usage of open source resources like Arduino, zig-bee 
e.t.c. These are the main controllers which are used as a micro 
controllers which controls the entire system. The usage of open 
source in IOT has made several students to bring their thoughts 
into real world objects Which are the latest discoveries becoming 
boon to our upcoming technologies.
            
The power consumption of hardware which would be major 
challenge has been overcome in these devices as they use the 
minimal usage. The lifelongevity of the resources has increased a 
lot and response and security are made in a best way.

Home automation increases the human life safety and security, 
meanwhile it leads to new threats over the security issues due to 
wireless technology where someone can misuse it for their 
personal benefits. It leads to the innovation of secured home 
automation which is needed for every human to lead his life in a 
happiest way in current socio-economic span. Internet usage has 
been evolved as a basic need for human to compete with his tasks 
either in his workplace or at home. Internet is a wireless source in 
which intruders can steal our details and make us to struck, 
observing all these issues secured internet usage is being 
developed with the evolvement of trends of internet of things. The 
wireless sensor technology is the backbone of IOT where sensors 
play a major role in data collection and open source systems like 
Arduino or zig-bee are the system controllers like microprocessors 
which controls all the taskshappening and even made the tasks to 
be take place in a systematicway. GSM and WI-FI as a message 
sending systems helps to send message about the detected action 
by sensors.

II.LITERATURE SURVEY
stHomes of 21  century will become more and more self-controlled 

and automated due to the comfort it provides. Along with comfort 
security of resources had become the challenge to us. The main 
objective of this paper is to design and implement the security 
system which meet our needs and helps us to keep our resources 
as safe and secure as possible and even help us to monitor them 
from our work place. Usage of Arduino and GSM along with home 
monitoring sensors helps us to achieve our challenges as easier as 
possible. Open sources like Arduino-UNO is used here.

Home Security is designed using ARM and Zig-bee which is self-
organizing, low power consumption, less complex wireless 
technology based on IEEE802.15.4 standard. Author[1]  works 
with short range distances with wireless connections as Bluetooth 

and WI-FI. The design composed of parts control unit, sensor 
module, GPRS module, USB camera. Which are integrated using 
zig-bee and get the best results out of it. The main control Zig-bee 
keeps track and communicates with all the devices and sends and 
receive instructions between the sensors and transmitting agents.

The security mechanisms of gsm are applied in following ways 
based on the sim, the gsm handset and gsm network. The sim in 
[2] contains individual authentication key and ciphering key, the 
gsm handset consists of ciphering logic and the gsm network has 
encryption logic. Here gsm is the main controller all the operation 
comes out from gsm and enters into system by gsm. Gsm is the 
media between the system and user. The system is protected with 
password to prevent the misuse of it.

The main objective in [3] is to provide a smarter and secure 
residential place to every individual with low cost and higher 
security. Scale devices such as sensors detect for environmental 
changes, if detected alerts the owner about the issue instantly. It 
uploads the alerts to dashboard and we can see those detected 
actions from dashboard and we can find analysis from these in a 
graphical view. It proposes data in motion  exchange system to 
facilitate the machine to machine communication in a better and 
secure way.

The prototype in [4] consists of 3 modules, sensor module consists 
of 3 sensors Proximity, PIR and Temperature sensor, 
Microcontroller unit as Arduino-uno, Gsm module. Gsm acts as a 
intermediate between user and system and it is responsible for 
actions from system and taking responses from user. Sensors acts 
as detecting agents and checks for environmental changes 
constantly if detected any changes sends message to the gsm 
about the changes and GSM alerts the owner about the detected 
actions.

The paper [5] discusses the development of home security and 
automation using field programmable gate array, the user can 
interact with the system via web interface and can monitor it 
effectively. It controls the home appliances, in and around the 
home in an effective manner. The system had been designed using 
field programmable gate array hardware as an raw source, 
followed by software design associated with c programming along 
with web design programming which helps user to communicate 
with system. The System design is divided into 2 parts namely 
hardware design and software design. Hardware design consists 
of real time operating system, networking capable system and 
Hardware input output system. Software design consists of Http 
web server and input output system.The integration of hardware 
and software design produces output and web interface shows 
those things and is the only way of communication between user 
and system communication is of 2 way type which helps for better 
understandability.

The system design helps us to monitor, measure and control the 
remote devices over the internet using Zigbee as a main controller 
and sensing devices like sensors. In Zigbee network end devices 
collect and forward data to a coordinator. Internet gateway can be 
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integrated with Zigbee using WSN Zigbee network, Zigbee data 
sequence is converted to ipv6 transmission by the Zigbee gateway. 
Zigbee wireless sensor network known as Zigbee WSN along with 
its component XBEE s2 are the monitoring devices which has an 
ability to monitor for a range of distance and they send the data 
recorded in then to Zigbee controller which is the sole decider to 
send alerts to user.

The proposed system is designed with monitoring sensors and 
controller along with drone and robot which replaces the human 
in providing security to the home, the drone and robot are 
controlled by the container and are allowed to monitor the entire 
home with help of sensors along with drone and robot. This sytem 
is a combination of Zigbee wireless controller, GSM and Wi-fi , 
which in terms helps the system to work more efficiently. Agent 
based infrastructure and dynamic security are the major challenges 
faced in designing and are overcome with these challenges by 
providing a better solution to make the system to work in an 
effective manner.

III.CONCLUSION
In this paper, the importance of safety and security of our 
resources and monitoring them by our palm from any location is 
explained and implemented in a simple and perfect manner. The 
usage and importance of Arduino, GSM, WIFI and sensors in home 
security management tasks is briefly defined. 
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